Kawasaki UniTrak Motocrosser
A New Approach To Motocross Rear Suspension
by Ron Griewe
efore Brad Lackey left for Europe,
he voiced a great deal of excitement
about his new works Kawasaki. It is
designed around a single large shock, ver
tically mounted just behind the swing arm
pivot. The design goals were to build a
superior rear suspension, keep the center
of gravity low and. naturally, give the
Kawasaki factory riders an advantage over
their competition. The new suspension,
called Uni-Trak. looks similar to the de
sign used on Kawasaki's KR250 and
KR350 works road racers.
“This Uni-Trak is low and has a lowcenter of gravity," said Lackey. “You can
go through giant bumps and not feel any
bottoming out because it absorbs so much.
I don’t know why, maybe because of the
size of the spring we’re using. It’s really a
humongous heavy spring. You can hit
giant bumps flat out and not even tell if it’s
hitting bottom. It really works well."
Kawasaki representatives in the U.S.
back up Lackey’s evaluation and report
that Uni-Trak is good for three seconds a
lap; that is. putting any factory rider on a
Uni-Trak yields a three-second-a-lap im
provement-same track, same rider.
The last really radical departure from
conventional rear suspension for moto
cross machines came in 1974 when Ya
maha introduced the Monoshock. The
Monoshock has been successful but many
have voiced dissatisfaction with the high>
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Uni-Trak is a system built from a bell-crank, levers and single shock.
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lWhole unit sets to right of chassis, making
room for chain and air cleaner.
Photos by John Ulrich

Frame has heavy-duty backbone. Pipe is handmade.

KYB shock has remote reservoir and 3.5 in. of travel that yields 12 in. at the wheel.

center of gravity and tendency for the rear
wheel to kick over square-edged holes and
ruts.
The Uni-Trak design is supposed to
eliminate these complaints. A large
bodied, KYB DeCarbon design shock
(measuring 16 in. eye-to-eye) is mounted
in a vertical position just behind the swing
arm pivot. The 2-in. diameter shock body
is positioned to the bottom, mounted on
the lowest part of the frame. Both the
position and mounting lower the center of
gravity. A flexible hose connects the shock
body with a remote reservoir hung on a
frame bracket low on the right side of the
bike.
The giant shock spring has a 3.5-in.
outside diameter, but spring rate informa
tion wasn't available. Internal damping is
adjustable to six settings by turning the
shaft, similar to other adjustable KYB
shocks. Spring pre-load can be changed by
turning two spanner nuts threaded onto
the shock body. Shock travel is only 3.5 in.,
but rear wheel travel is over 12 in.
Naturally the design requires a frame
designed around the shock. Starting at the
steering head, the large-diameter chromemoly steel backbone goes back to the seat/
tank junction, then curves to parallel the
seat base. Sub-members and the rear down
tubes are connected to the backbone. Lit
tle triangulation is used, placed to the rear
of the shock. The sub-members hold a
continued on page 130
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HOW COULD ANYONE POSSIBLY
WANT MORE HORSEPOWER?
The new super bikes produce more horsepower than most
riders will ever be able to use. But for those who are ready for
the challenge. Hooker has sophisticated exhaust systems
that deliver even more usable horsepower.
Look at the facts. A Hooker exhaust system can make your
super bike quicker, faster, and lighter.
And Hooker has an exhaust
system
specifically
designed for your bike.
Send us $1.25 and we’ll
send you a bunch of infor- s
mation including our all new j
16-page motorcycle \
catalog. Or just ask your
dealer for Hooker exhaust
systems. It’s the one sure
way to get the best.
Stuska Dyno Results — July 10, 1978

Hooker’s

California Facility * Engineer. Ross Thompson

V* Mile Results — August 27, 1978 Rider, Dave
Spangler, 205 pounds. President Hooker Industries

HOOKER HAT & MUG! NOW, ORDER DIRECT!
You're right I've looked everywhere and couldn't find the original Hooker Hat or Mug.
(Both are competition yellow with the world
famous "I Love My Hooker Headers" red logo.)
So, quick, please send me:

______ Hooker Hat (Adjustable Size) at 56.25 each

______ Hooker Mug (16 oz.) at 53.95 each

TOTAL *_____________________ _

Name___________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________
City------------------------------------------------------------Master Charge Card #_
Expire Date-------------------

State-

. BankAmericard Card *
-Signature-

Please send check or money order to Hooker. P.O. Box 4090,1032 W. Brooks St.. Ontario, Calif. 91761. Sony, no C.O.D.

|

Freight included. California residents add 6% sales tax. Offer valid for continental USA only Void where prohibited
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bell-crank arrangement, the front of which
connects to the top of the single shock. The
center of the top arm pivots in the frame
sub-tubing, and the rear has double arms
that connect to the swing arm a few inches
behind its pivot point. The whole unit is
offset to the right side of the frame, making
room for an air cleaner on the left side.
The swing arm is long (23 in.) and
straight. It is fabricated from box alumi
num and sports eccentric axle adjusters,
eliminating the need for adjustment after
axle removal and furnishing precise chain
and wheel alignment.
Front suspension is conventional,
KX250 forks with travel extended to 12 in.,
and 38mm stanchion tubes knurled where
they contact the stock KX triple clamps.
The bike shown here was the open class
version, with a displacement somewhere
between 400 and 500cc. Several open en
gines will be available to team riders so
they can choose the size that fits the course
best.
The first prototype Lackey rode was
420cc. but made too much power. “I can't
really say what engine size or horsepower
will be.” Lackey said. “We’ve changed it
around trying to find a good combination.
It has plenty of power. The main problem
we have is trying to mellow it out to where
it's got nice and smooth power.”
Engine cases are aluminum and the
swing arm bolt doubles as the rear engine
mount. Side cases are magnesium and the
transmission has an oil sight gauge. Cylin
der and head are aluminum, with a rough
sand-cast finish to improve cooling.
Like most works bikes, the big Kaw had
many handmade parts. The pipe is built
from hand-shaped steel pieces, the footpegs are machined from billet aluminum
with titanium pivots. The folding shift
lever is a one-off custom, the silencer has a
steel front and internal core mated to an
aluminum outer housing, and the Mikuni
carburetor has a machined aluminum stay
strap to steady it. The bike we checked had>
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SIMPLE SIMONIZ:
Simply easier,
simply brighter than
any leading liquid
or pre-soft.

Footpegs are machined from billet alumi
num. Brake pedal has folding tip. Transmis
sion oil can be checked by looking through
the sight gauge.

Easier. Brighter. Simoniz. It’s simple: Simoniz Pre-Soft shines easier and brighter
than the leading pre-soft wax. Simoniz Liquid shines easier and brighter than the
leading liquid wax. There are shines and there are Simoniz shines.
"Simoniz is a registered trade mark of Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New York. N Y10017

lout of 4
forest fires
are started by
trash fires.

a handmade fiberglass tank but some of
the team bikes will use the production
plastic tanks from the 250 KX. Some of the
steel parts on the prototype shown here
will be replaced with lighter aluminum
pieces on the actual ’80 works machines.
These changes will help drop the weight
of the open bike to around 215 lb. dry. The
250 uses the same chassis as the open bike
but has a lighter engine, so projected
weight is 205-210 lb. Plans also call for a
factory 125 Uni-Trak with its own chassis.
We weren’t granted a ride on the UniTrak but bouncing on it reflected a softly
set up suspension.
Will a Uni-Trak Kawasaki and Brad
Lackey be World Champions in 1980?
Could be. At the least, they combine to
produce a serious attack force.
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GO WITH THE WINNERS!
If you're serious about becoming a top-notch
motorcycle mechanic you’ll want the best possible
training available. You can’t afford second best
and neither can we. If you think you have what it
takes to become a ptafauotuU...

Call Toll Free

1-800-423-4678

Calif. Residents Call Collect

(213) 944-0123

....------------... OR MAIL COUPON ------------------- ....

□ RESIDENCE SCHOOL

□ HOME STUDY

AMERICAN MOTORCYCLE SCHOOLS
10025 Shoemaker Ave. • Santa Fe Spgs, Ca 90670
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NAME____
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Aluminum swing arm is 23 in. long and
features eccentric axle adjusters.

